CHAPTER I
FIRST OVER EVEREST
T
HROUGH all our own generation and that of our fathers
the summit of Mount Everest has been the symbol of
remote inaccessibility. Perhaps it is this very fact which
inspired the long series of brave struggles to attain it, struggles
which became more determined and even more gallant after
man had reached both Poles and so left Everest in its solitary
and inviolate majesty.   In 1932 that awesome crest was still
the last stronghold of Nature, her last donjon-keep into which
man had never been able to look, and her last penetralia from
which he had never been able to rend the veil.
Heaven knows that Everest's inaccessibility is daunting
enough for any venturer's heart. The physical aspect alone of
the task, the sheer height and the wild icy bastions and ram-
parts of iron cliff, have appalled all those who, from Jules Verne
downwards, have dreamed of surmounting it.
Up till 1932 every serious expedition against the mountain
had been a land one, of climbers and porters.
As we shall see later, there had been airmen with dreams and
ideas of flying to the summit, but none of these were practicable,
nor could they be because there was then no engine in the world
which could take an aeroplane to carry the men and the instru-
ments of an expedition to that great height.
It fell to the good fortune of one of our number to devise
the first practical flight to the summit of Everest.
Blacker, at that time a major in the Regular Army, on leave
from the frontier, seized on the fact that the Pegasus engine,
with its supercharger, had at last brought the dream within
man's grasp and that a British aeroplane might overcome the
physical obstacles and win the long sought prize.

